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A multi–high-frequency electron paramagnetic resonance method is used to
probe the magnetic excitations of a dimer of single-molecule magnets. The
measured spectra display well-resolved quantum transitions involving coherent
superposition states of both molecules. The behavior may be understood in
terms of an isotropic superexchange coupling between pairs of single-molecule
magnets, in analogy with several recently proposed quantum devices based on
artificially fabricated quantum dots or clusters. These findings highlight the
potential utility of supramolecular chemistry in the design of future quantum
devices based on molecular nanomagnets.

Considerable effort has focused on finding
building blocks with which to construct the
quantum logic gates (qubits) necessary for a
quantum computer (1, 2). Most proposals
utilizing electronic spin states take advantage
of nanofabrication methods to create artificial
molecules, or magnetic quantum dots (3, 4).
A Heisenberg-type exchange coupling be-
tween dots is achieved by allowing the elec-
tronic wave functions to leak from one dot to
the next. This coupling is the essential ingre-
dient in a quantum device because, unlike
classical binary logic, it enables encoding of
data via arbitrary superpositions of pure
quantum states, e.g.,  0� and  1� (2). These
superposition states can store information far
more efficiently than a classical binary mem-
ory. Furthermore, they permit massively par-
allel computations, i.e., many simultaneous
quantum logic operations may be implement-
ed on a single superposition state. For a quan-
tum device to become a viable technology, it
should be possible to perform a reasonably
large number of quantum operations (�104)
on a single qubit without the superposition
states losing phase coherence. Herein lies one
of the main technical challenges, because
most quantum systems are highly susceptible
to decoherence through coupling to their en-
vironment (5).

We demonstrate that single-molecule
magnets (SMMs) may be assembled to form
coupled quantum systems of dimers (or
chains, etc.), with many of the attributes of
quantum dot–based schemes. Most impor-
tantly, our electron paramagnetic resonance

(EPR) investigations of crystals (large, highly
ordered three-dimensional arrays) containing
exchange-coupled dimers of SMMs show
that decoherence rates are considerably less
than the characteristic quantum splittings
(�/h � GHz, where � is the energy splitting
and h is the Planck constant) induced by the
exchange couplings within the dimers, repre-
senting a step forward in the drive toward
potential applications involving molecular
magnets. Several proposals have suggested
possible quantum computing schemes utiliz-
ing molecular magnets (6–8). The supramo-
lecular (or “bottom-up”) approach to materi-
als design is particularly attractive, because it
affords control over many key parameters
required for a viable qubit: Simple basis
states may be realized through the choice of
molecule; exchange couplings may then be
selectively designed into crystalline arrays of
these molecules; finally, one can isolate the
qubits to some degree by attaching bulky
organic groups to their periphery.

The subject of this investigation is the
compound [Mn4O3Cl4(O2CEt)3(py)3]2�2C6H14

(hereafter [Mn4]2; EtCO2
� is propionate, py is

pyridine, and C6H14 is hexane) (9), a member
of a growing family of Mn4 complexes that act
as SMMs (10, 11), having a well-defined
ground-state spin of S � 9/2. This compound
crystallizes in a hexagonal space group (R3)
with the Mn4 molecules lying head-to-head on
a crystallographic S6 axis. The resulting [Mn4]2

supramolecular dimer is held together by six
weak C�H���Cl hydrogen bonds (Fig. 1), lead-
ing to an appreciable antiferromagnetic super-
exchange coupling ( J � 10 �eV) between the
Mn4 units within the dimer, which influences
the low-temperature quantum properties of re-
lated [Mn4]2 dimers (12). Like all SMMs,
[Mn4]2 displays superparamagnetic-like be-
havior at high temperatures, and magnetic

hysteresis below a characteristic blocking
temperature (�1 K). The hysteresis loops
exhibit steps, which are due to magnetic
quantum tunneling (MQT). However, un-
like isolated SMMs, there is an absence of
MQT at zero-field, due to a static exchange
bias field that each molecule experiences
because of its neighbor within the dimer
(12). The effect of the bias is to shift the
field positions of the main MQT steps by an
amount of order �JS 2/� (where � is the
magnetic moment of a Mn4 monomer), so
that the first step is observed on the hys-
teresis loop before reaching zero-field.
However, the exchange bias by itself does
not quantum mechanically couple the
SMMs within the dimer.

Before presenting experimental evi-
dence for the coupled nature of the dimers,
we develop a quantum mechanical model
that takes this coupling into account. Ne-
glecting off-diagonal crystal field terms
and intermolecular interactions, the effec-
tive spin Hamiltonian (to fourth order) for a
magnetic field (Bz) applied parallel to the
easy (z) axis of a single isolated SMM has
the form (11)

Ĥi � DŜzi
2 �B4

0Ô4
0 �gz�B BzŜzi (1)

where Ŝzi is the z-axis spin projection opera-
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Fig. 1. The [Mn4O3Cl4(O2CEt)3( py)3]2 dimer;
the Mn3� and Mn4� ions are labeled Mn and
Mn�, respectively. The dashed lines represent
the C�H���Cl hydrogen bonds holding the dimer
together, and the dotted line is the close ap-
proach of the central bridging Cl atoms be-
lieved to be the main pathway for the exchange
interaction between the two Mn4 molecules.
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tor, and the index i (� 1, 2) is used to label
the two Mn4 molecules in the dimer for the
interacting case below; D (	0) is the uniaxial
anisotropy constant; B4

0Ô 4
0 characterizes the

fourth-order axial anisotropy; and gz is the
z-component of the Landé g-tensor. The
omission of transverse terms in Eq. 1 does not
affect the EPR spectra (they merely result in
weak avoided level crossings, which cause
the MQT).

For the case of two quantum mechani-
cally coupled SMMs, the effective dimer
Hamiltonian (ĤD) may be separated into
the following diagonal and off-diagonal
terms

ĤD�
Ĥ1 � Ĥ2 � JzŜz1Ŝz2��

�1

2
Jxy� Ŝ 1

�Ŝ 2
–� Ŝ 1

– Ŝ 2
�� � (2)

where Ĥ1 and Ĥ2 are given by Eq. 1, the
cross terms describe the exchange coupling
between the two SMMs within the dimer,
and the J values characterize the strength of
this coupling. The diagonal zeroth-order
Hamiltonian (Ĥ0D, in square brackets) in-
cludes the exchange bias JzŜz1 Ŝz2, which
has been considered previously (12). The
zeroth-order eigenvectors for the dimer
may be written as products of the single-
molecule eigenvectors  m1� and  m2� (ab-
breviated  m1, m2�), where m1 and m2 rep-
resent the spin projections of the two mol-
ecules within the dimer. The zeroth-order
eigenvalues are then easily obtained by
solving Eq. 1 separately for molecules 1
and 2, and adding the exchange bias
Jzm1m2 (Fig. 2).

In EPR, the only effect of the exchange
bias is to cause shifts in the positions (ener-
gies) of single-spin transitions (mi3 mi � 1),
with the magnitude of the shift (bias) depend-
ing on the state mj of the other molecule
within the dimer. The off-diagonal interac-
tion in Eq. 2 (Ĥ D

� in curly brackets) couples
the molecules, giving rise to the possibility of
single-photon transitions between coupled
states of the dimer. In principle, one could
observe this coupling in hysteresis measure-
ments, because magnetic relaxation mediated
by tunneling into distinct superposition states
occurs at slightly different magnetic field
strengths, even when the tunneling occurs via
states with the same total spin projection (�
m1 � m2). However, the predicted splittings
of MQT resonances turn out to be less than
the inhomogeneous linewidths of the hyster-
esis steps (12). Thus, clear evidence for the
coupled nature of the dimer system has so far
been lacking.

For illustrative purposes, we treat Ĥ D
�

perturbatively. Because this interaction con-
serves angular momentum, the eigenvectors
may be grouped into multiplets based on the
sum of the projections M � m1 � m2. Ĥ D

�

then acts only between states within a given
multiplet. The zeroth-order eigenvectors are
grouped according to this scheme in Fig. 2
(left). In first order, Ĥ D

� acts between zeroth-
order eigenvectors  m1, m2� and  m1 � 1,
m2  1�. The effect of this first-order inter-
action is most apparent in the M � �8 mul-
tiplet, where it lifts the degeneracy between
the  �(9/2), �(7/2)� and  �(7/2), �(9/2)�
states. The resultant eigenvectors correspond
to symmetric (S) and antisymmetric (A) su-
perpositions of the original product states.
Indeed, Ĥ D

� causes considerable mixing of
the zeroth-order eigenvectors within all mul-
tiplets, resulting in the first-order corrected
eigenvectors, which are listed in Fig. 2 (right)
for the lowest four multiplets; here,  m1, m2�S

implies ( m1, m2� �  m2, m1�) and  m1, m2�A

implies ( m1, m2� �  m2, m1�).
In Fig. 2, we display a schematic of the

energy-level shifts and splittings (not to
scale) caused by the exchange bias, and by
the full exchange, for the lowest lying levels
at high magnetic fields (M � �9 to �6). The
states are numbered for convenient discus-
sion of the data. For clarity, higher lying
states with M � �6, including the zero-field
 � (9/2), (9/2)� ground states, are not
shown in Fig. 2. Application of a magnetic
field parallel to the easy axis merely shifts all
of the zeroth-order levels by an amount
g�BBzM. Thus, �M � �1 EPR transition
matrix elements may be accurately calculated
using the eigenvectors in Fig. 2. The magnet-
ic dipole perturbation only allows transitions
between states having the same symmetry.
The strongest of these transitions are shown
in Fig. 2, labeled (a) through (g).

In the left panel of Fig. 3, we display

temperature-dependent high-frequency EPR
spectra obtained at 145 GHz, with the mag-
netic field applied parallel to the easy axis of
a small (	1 mm3) single-crystal sample; de-
tails of our high-frequency EPR setup are
given elsewhere (13). The inset shows a sin-
gle 6 K spectrum (f � 140 GHz) for a related
monomeric Mn4 complex without head-to-
head interactions (14). The monomer data
are typical of most SMMs, showing a series
of more-or-less evenly spaced resonances,
and a smooth variation in intensity from
one peak to the next. By contrast, the dimer
spectra exhibit considerable complexity.
Despite this complexity, the simulated
dimer spectra (colored traces in the right
panel of Fig. 3) show marked agreement
with the raw data, both in the peak posi-
tions and relative intensities. The optimum
parameters were deduced from a single fit
to Eq. 2 of the main EPR peak positions
obtained at many microwave frequencies.
This fit, displayed in Fig. 4, yields the
following values: D � �0.750(15) K, B4

0 �
�5(2) � 10�5 K, gz � 2, and J � 0.12(1)
K. These crystal field parameters are very sim-
ilar to those obtained for the monomer [D �
�0.7 K, B4

0 � �9 � 10�5 K (14)]. We did not
find it necessary to include anisotropy in the
superexchange coupling for the dimer (i.e., Jz �
Jxy � J), although long-range dipolar interac-
tions improved the quality of the fit (15, 16).

The simulated spectra (Fig. 3) are mainly
limited to transitions among the levels dis-
played in Fig. 2 [(a) through (g)]; we have
also included the (7)S,A3 �(9/2), �(1/2)�
and  �(9/2), �(1/2)� 3  �(9/2), �(1/2)�
transitions, labeled (h) and (i), respectively.
Resonance (x), meanwhile, corresponds to

Fig. 2. Schematic
showing the lowest
energy states (M �
�9 to �6, not to
scale) of the dimer:
The zeroth-order en-
ergy levels and eigen-
vectors are shown on
the left; energy shifts
due to the exchange
bias are shown in the
center; and the results
of a full quantum cal-
culation (Eq. 2) are
displayed on the right.
The colors denote the
total angular momen-
tum (M) state of the
dimer, and the levels
have been numbered
to aid discussion. Sev-
eral of the strongest
EPR transitions are in-
dicated by arrows [(a)
through (g)]. The cor-
rected eigenvectors are listed next to each state: based on the deduced value of J (see main text),
� � 0.400 and �� � 0.231; the subscripts S and A (on a state  m1, m2�) denote symmetric and
antisymmetric combinations of  m1, m2� and  m2, m1�, respectively; the C coefficients are
normalization constants.
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the degenerate  �(9/2), �(9/2)�3  �(9/2),
�(7/2)� and  �(9/2), �(9/2)� 3  �(7/2),
�(9/2)� transitions. The only significant dif-
ferences between the experimental data and
simulated spectra are seen in the 2 to 3 T
region, because we did not consider several
moderately strong transitions involving high-
er lying (M � �6) states. We deliberately
avoid reference to superposition states in dis-
cussing resonance (x), because the interaction
between the  �(9/2), (9/2)� states is ex-
tremely weak (9th order in Ĥ D

� ). Conse-
quently, even the weakest coupling to the
environment would likely destroy any coher-
ence associated with the 2�1/2 �(9/2), �(9/
2)�S,A superposition states.

Resonance (x) is observed only over a
narrow low-field region (	0.7 T) over
which the  � (9/2),  (9/2)� levels repre-
sent the ground states of the dimer. By
following the relative intensities of reso-
nances (x) and (a), one obtains an indepen-
dent thermodynamic estimate of the ex-
change bias that is in excellent agreement
with the value obtained above, and with
independent hysteresis measurements for
the same complex (17 ). We note that the
previously published measurements of the
exchange bias in [Mn4]2 involved a
slightly different solvent of crystalliza-
tion, the full compound having the
form [Mn4O3Cl4(O2CEt)3( py)3]2�8MeCN
(9, 12). EPR studies for this complex (14 )
show fewer transitions from excited levels
[transitions (x), (a), (b), and (c) remain
clearly visible]. Nevertheless, one can
still estimate a coupling constant [J �
0.10(1) K] from the exchange bias, which is
in agreement with the published value
(12).

The inset to the right panel of Fig. 3
shows that it is the transverse part of the
exchange (Ĥ D

� ) that brings the simulations
into excellent agreement with the data. In-
deed, there is no way to obtain anything
closely resembling the experimental data
without including Ĥ D

� in the calculation,
thus providing compelling evidence that
the molecules are coupled quantum me-
chanically. The issue of quantum coherence
is best illustrated by examining the splitting
of resonances (f ) and (g)—this splitting is
directly proportional to Jxy and corresponds
to the �9 GHz shift of the (4)S level rela-
tive to (5)A (Fig. 2). If the phase decoher-
ence rate (��

�1 � characteristic rate asso-
ciated with the collapse of a quantum me-
chanical superposition state) were to ex-
ceed 9 GHz, one would expect broad EPR
peaks because of transitions between bands
of incoherent states; these bands would oc-
cupy the gaps between the energies given
by the exchange bias picture and the full
exchange calculation in Fig. 2, thereby
smearing out most of the sharp features in
the observed spectrum. In principle, �� is
the same as the transverse spin relaxation
time T2, which can be estimated from EPR
linewidths (�M � �1 transitions) (18).
However, we know that these widths are
dominated by weak dimer-to-dimer varia-
tions (strains) in the Hamiltonian parame-
ters, i.e., the actual ��

�1 is buried within
the inhomogeneous EPR linewidths (14–
16 ) and is probably much less than 9 GHz.
As a worst case, the narrowest EPR lines
would imply a decoherence time on the
order of 1 ns. To determine the real T2

(���), one should carry out time-resolved
( pulsed) EPR experiments, e.g., the free-

induction-decay of an initially saturated
EPR transition, or Rabi spectroscopy (18).
Time-resolved experiments in this frequen-
cy range are technically challenging but,
nevertheless, represent a future objective.

The magnitudes of the quantum splittings
(in frequency units) provide a rough estimate
of the rates at which one could perform com-
putations. In comparison to many competing
technologies [e.g., NMR (19)] these rates are
high for electronic spin states, i.e., GHz rath-
er than kHz or MHz. The largest quantum
splittings (�/h) for the dimer are on the order
of a few tens of GHz. In fact, ���/h repre-
sents a rough figure of merit for a quantum
device, because it gives an estimate of the
number of qubit operations one could per-
form without loss of phase coherence. For the
worst case given above, ���/h �30 to 100; in
reality, it may well be 104 or greater. The
most useful coupled states of the dimer
would be the antiferromagnet zero-field
2�1/2 �(9/2), �(9/2)�S,A ground states, or
Bell states (2). As already discussed, the tun-
nel splitting of these states is negligible in
zero-field (� Hz). However, it is possible to
increase this splitting to a practical range
(�GHz) with a transverse magnetic field.
Although there remain technical challenges
along the road map toward molecule-based
quantum devices (e.g., low operating temper-
atures, methods for addressing nanometer-
sized molecules, etc.), the present study dem-
onstrates that the “bottom-up” (molecular)
approach provides excellent opportunities to
study coherent quantum superposition states.
Future materials design strategies will, there-
fore, explore the following possibilities: op-
tical control of the exchange coupling be-
tween the two halves of a dimer; increased
isolation of the dimers to further reduce de-
coherence; and the inclusion of some form of
asymmetry within the dimer (e.g., uncompen-
sated electronic spins, or selective nuclear
spin labeling), thereby facilitating readout of
the state of the system.

Fig. 3. (Left) Tem-
perature-dependent
easy-axis data ob-
tained for the [Mn4]2
dimer at 145 GHz (the
dips in transmission
correspond to EPR).
The inset (black trace)
shows a single 6 K,
140 GHz spectrum ob-
tained for a mono-
meric Mn4 complex
[the resonances are
labeled according to
the m states from
which the transitions
were excited (14)].
(Right) Simulations
of the dimer data.
The inset illustrates
the effect of the
transverse part of the
exchange ( Jxy) for
four values of Jxy/Jz (T � 8 K). In both panels, resonances (a) through (g) correspond to the
labeled transitions in Fig. 2; resonances (x), (h), and (i) are discussed in the main text. A
Gaussian distribution in D (�D � 1%) was included in the simulations to obtain realistic
lineshapes (15).

Fig. 4. A single fit to Eq. 2 of the positions of
EPR peaks obtained at several frequencies. The
optimum Hamiltonian parameters were ob-
tained from this fit. The transitions have been
labeled for comparisons with Figs. 2 and 3.
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Mars-Like Soils in the Atacama
Desert, Chile, and the Dry Limit

of Microbial Life
Rafael Navarro-González,1,2* Fred A. Rainey,3 Paola Molina,1
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The Viking missions showed the martian soil to be lifeless and depleted in
organic material and indicated the presence of one or more reactive oxidants.
Here we report the presence of Mars-like soils in the extreme arid region of the
Atacama Desert. Samples from this region had organic species only at trace
levels and extremely low levels of culturable bacteria. Two samples from the
extreme arid region were tested for DNA and none was recovered. Incubation
experiments, patterned after the Viking labeled-release experiment but with
separate biological and nonbiological isomers, show active decomposition of
organic species in these soils by nonbiological processes.

The results of the Viking lander analyses of
soils on Mars are puzzling in three respects.
First is the absence of organic materials at the
level of parts-per-billion (ppb), as measur-
ed by pyrolysis–gas chromatography–mass
spectrometry (pyr-GC-MS) (1, 2). The sec-
ond unexpected result is the rapid release of
molecular oxygen, at levels of 70 to 770 nmol
g–1, when soil samples were exposed to water
vapor in the gas exchange experiment (3).

The third puzzling result is that organic ma-
terial in the labeled-release (LR) experiment
was consumed as expected if life were
present (4) (supporting online text). Howev-
er, the presence of life is in apparent contra-
diction with the results from pyr-GC-MS.
Currently, the most widely accepted explana-
tion for the reactivity of the martian soil is the
presence of one or more inorganic oxidants
(such as superoxides, peroxides, or peroxyni-
trates) at the parts-per-million (ppm) level,
whereas the lack of organics can be explained
by their oxidation because of the presence of
such oxidants and/or by direct ultraviolet ra-
diation damage (5) (supporting online text).

We report here results of studies on the
soils in the Atacama Desert, an environment
that serves as a model for Mars. The Atacama
is an extreme, arid, temperate desert that
extends from 20°S to 30°S along the Pacific
coast of South America (6–9) (supporting
online text). Soil samples were collected
along the precipitation gradient in a north-to-
south transect centered on �70°W between
24°S and 28°S (Fig. 1). They were analyzed
(10) for organic matter by pyr-GC-MS at
750°C under an inert atmosphere and for the
presence of viable heterotrophic microorgan-
isms by serial dilution plating on a number of

artificial culture media that contained high
and low nutrient levels. The diversity of the
bacterial communities in a number of the
samples was investigated by isolation of the
total DNA, then polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) amplification and sequence deter-
mination of the 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA)
genes recovered.

Analysis of samples by pyr-GC-MS re-
vealed that the most arid zone of the Ata-
cama, the Yungay area, is depleted of most
organic molecules. Only two peaks in the
chromatograms corresponding to organic
molecules (formic acid and benzene) are de-
tectable (figs. S1 and S2). In contrast, a less
arid site, AT01-22, releases a complex mix-
ture of organic compounds on pyrolysis (fig.
S2). We carried out a comparative analysis by
pyr-GC-MS with major classes of biomol-
ecules (proteins, carbohydrates, fatty acids,
porphyrins, and DNA) and bacterial mass
(e.g., strain AT01-3 isolated from the Ata-
cama Desert) (supporting online text). We
concluded that site AT01-22 contains bacte-
ria and/or all of the major classes of biomol-
ecules at levels within the detection limits of
the pyr-GC-MS protocol applied.

The two characteristic compounds re-
leased by all pyrolysates are formic acid, a
highly oxidized organic compound, and
benzene, a thermally stable aromatic com-
pound. These two compounds are typically
released by the thermal treatment of mono-
carboxylic acids, polycarboxylic acids, car-
bohydrates, polysaccharides, amino acids,
and proteins. Formic acid is present at con-
centrations of �1 �mol g–1 in the Yungay
area, then decreases by an order of magni-
tude at 26°S and increases again in the less
arid zone (Fig. 2C). In contrast, benzene is
present at trace levels (�0.01 �mol g–1) at
�24°S, with its concentration increasing to
�1 �mol g–1 in the less arid zone (�28°S).
The ratio between formic acid and benzene
reaches its highest value (�12 units) in the
Yungay area, and then sharply drops to
�0.3 from 25°S to 28°S (Fig. 2D). A high
formic acid/benzene ratio indicates that the
organic matter present in the region is ox-
idized and possibly composed of refractory
organics such as aliphatic and aromatic
mono- and polycarboxylic acids.
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